WIN-PAK™ IP
Top 10 Dealer Benefits

The integration platform for market

Using full software based integration, WIN-PAK IP pulls together the Honeywell WIN-

leading access, intruder, video and

PAK access control system, the GalaXy intruder control panel (Classic and G3 ranges),

visitor management products

the Fusion digital video recorder and the LobbyWorks EVM system. The ability to
integrate these market leading Honeywell solutions provides countless opportunities to
offer end users major enhancements to existing, or significantly improve the operation of
new security systems..

Easy IP based integration

IP based integration ensures easy configuration, faster set up and lower cost
installations. There is no need to run extra cables for hard wired relays. Both the GalaXy
and the Fusion DVR just connect in over IP, and the automatic upload and
synchronization of the GalaXy panel configuration simplifies the upgrade of existing
intruder sites to integrated solutions.

Simple and modular upgradeability

The modular approach means easy build-up of systems as funding becomes available -

at any time

with no rip out of redundant equipment. In particular, each element of the security
system (intruder, CCTV, access, EVM) can be properly tailored (and costed) to meet its
individual requirements. The elements can also be installed in any order and easily
integrated when appropriate. Any problems with one part of the system only affect that
element — and do not bring the whole security system down.

Enhance the capability of existing

Use WIN-PAK IP to enhance existing intruder systems through the dynamic graphical

intruder systems

floor plans, improved centralized reports, GalaXy data logs and the on-screen virtual
keypad. The latter is particularly helpful for staff used to programming via the GalaXy
keypad. WIN-PAK IP brings all the features of GalaXy Gold into the world of a
comprehensive fully integrated security operator s station.

Manage multiple GalaXy intruder

Currently GalaXy panels only run separately. WIN-PAK IP allows you to manage multiple

panels

GalaXy panels from one head end system giving enhanced control and flexibility.
(Current system limits are 10 GalaXy panels depending on the scale of the population of
zones on the panels. For integration of larger numbers of GalaXys, please contact us for
more assistance).

Total flexibility through macros

Unlimited customization of cause and effect across the whole security system can be
created using easy to programme macros (command files). For example, if a GalaXy
zone is set, the local doors can be locked or the local reader modes changed to card
and pin to prevent unauthorized entry into an alarmed area - minimizing the risk of false
alarms.
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Set/unset the intruder system via

Full software integration allows specific privileged cards to be used for the setting and

the access readers and cards

unsetting of groups within GalaXy, eg: an appropriate card can be used for unsetting the
intruder alarm on swiping the card at a door.

Seamless digital video integration

The integration to the Fusion DVR allows the storage, and easy identification, retrieval

with access and intruder systems

and playback of events and alarms. Access or intruder events can be used to trigger
cameras or recordings. Users can view live video or easily retrieve video playback of
access or intruder events directly within the WIN-PAK IP system.

Standardised head end package

WIN-PAK IP provides a full access, CCTV, intruder and electronic visitor management

with no hidden costs

integration solution with unlimited doors, controllers and card holders without the
significant extra cost and issues of commissioning a separate, customised head end
software package.

One Honeywell system - One

For both end users and installers there is a major benefit in all the security system

Partner of Choice

software and hardware coming from one supplier. No more issues of incompatibility or
being batted from one manufacturer to another in the event of any problems. One
global security player standing behind the installer providing comprehensive support and
service. One Honeywell brand giving end users total confidence in the technical
capability and reliability of the products and in the absolute commitment to end user
satisfaction.
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